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Washington

Appearance is everything
Whether you need to match the style and architecture of a particular
area or create a new aesthetic, our Enduro line of decorative bases
allows you to achieve your vision, with:

Durable.
Sustainable.
Resilient.

12 distinct styles, with multiple sizes to scale
from lighting to traffic.
Clam shell design for fast and easy installation.
Styles with cast-in reducer rings to minimize urban
clutter and optimize scale to specific pole sizes.

Light poles take a pounding from people, traffic, debris, chemicals,
severe weather and other harsh environmental conditions – leaving
them susceptible to rust, rot and corrosion, even vandalism and theft.
That can dramatically impact the aesthetics of roadways, streets and
walkways, while increasing the costs of maintenance.
Enduro™ decorative base covers from Valmont Structures are designed
and engineered to perform, even under the worst conditions, to deliver
durability, sustainability and resilience, year-after-year, season-afterseason. So, you’re assured lighting that looks as good as it lasts.

Black pigment throughout, with exterior topcoat
available in a variety of colors to minimize
appearance of paint scratches.

VIRTUALLY INDESTRUCTIBLE,
THESE DECORATIVE BASE
COVERS ARE PRACTICALLY
MAINTENANCE-FREE TO
ENSURE THE LOWEST TOTAL
COST OF OWNERSHIP.

Brookhaven

Proprietary material
stands up to extremes
Enduro decorative base covers by Valmont Structures are molded of a proprietary
elastomeric urethane formulation and further protected with a UV and weather-resistant
catalyzed liquid acrylic polyurethane top coating. So, they’re ideal for any environment
and any extreme:

Cold Weather

Shatter-resistant in cold
temperatures

Coastal Climate

Well-suited to salt spray

Hot Weather

Tested to 200° F without distortion

Harsh Weather

Stands up to snow and ice,
as well as salt and deicers

Non-conductive without conventional access
door to improve safety and security.

Enduro prevents
what other
materials can’t
Enduro molded decorative bases and
topcoat eliminates the risk associated with
environmentally driven damage and impacts –
unlike cast iron, aluminum, fiberglass and
other materials.

Oxidation
Gravel, deicing and even
landscape equipment compromise
paint, exposing metal castings to
oxidation, lack of adhesion and
brittleness – but not Enduro.

Maintenance
Cast iron and other materials can
require constant maintenance to
fight the elements – but Enduro is
not susceptible to these breaches.

Impact

BUILT TO LAST, VALMONT’S ENDURO
DECORATIVE BASES OFFER A 3-YEAR
LIMITED WARRANTY.

Engineered for excellence
With decades of experience and expertise, Valmont engineers
seamlessly pair Enduro decorative bases with lighting structures
to meet your specifications. And we’re able to:

Support a variety of materials including steel and
aluminum poles.
Meet DOT requirements, as well as lighting
specifications and standards for all U.S. states
and Canadian provinces.

Vehicles and equipment can
cause impacts that result in
severe damage – but Enduro is
impact-resistant to damage.

Failure
Sustained impacts over time can
cause fiberglass to fail, leaving
detailing missing – but Enduro
retains product integrity down
to the smallest detail.

Safety and Theft
Whether due to vandalism or theft,
missing aluminum clamshells and
access doors compromise safety
and security. But, with no resale
value or access doors, Enduro
decorative bases eliminate the risk.

